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1970 Grill Emblem (Challenger)

Reproduction "Challenger" grill emblem for all 1970 Challenger CLICME1751
models. This emblem mounts to the driver side of the grill and
uses mounting studs like the original. Replaces OE part number
2998546.

74.99

1970 Grill Emblem (R/T)

Reproduction Challenger "R/T" grill emblem for 1970 models. CLICME8147
Features correct mounting studs and finish, as original. Mounting
hardware is included. Made in the USA.

84.99

1970-1974 Body Emblem Barrel Nut (1/8")

This is the nut needed to allow you to install all emblems for the CLICMM2267
fenders, header panel and trunk lid, etc. The barrel nut is a push
on style versus the original twist on, which will not require
removal of body panels for emblem installation.

1.49

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1970-1974 Body Emblem Barrel Nut (3/16")

This is the nut needed to allow you to install all emblems for the CLICMM2268
fenders, header panel and trunk lid, etc. The barrel nut is a push
on style versus the original twist on, which will not require
removal of body panels for emblem installation.

1.49

1972-1974 Grill Emblem (Challenger)

Die cast reproduction of the original "Challenger" script grill CLIC3573505
emblem for 1972-74 models. OER goes a step further by insuring
that the back of the emblem includes all original Chrysler
markings, part numbers and insignias when required for total
originality. Made In The USA!

89.99

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Challenger parts and has been serving you for over 25 years.
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794
Our Mailing Address:
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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